REMovable BOLLard - BOL-R-36-5.5

Approx weight: 39.14 lbs.
Does not include weight of power or packaging!!

***any additions, deletions, or omissions must be corrected on this drawing as this drawing will be considered all inclusive***

Model number is BOL-R-36-5.5

Bollard diameter: \( \phi \frac{59}{16} \)"

Overall height is 46 3/4"

Usable height is 36 3/4"

Overall width: 12"

Sleeve base: 6"W x 6"L

Sleeve height: 10"

Tough baked in powder coated yellow finish

Black & yellow safety stripes

All steel construction (ASTM A-36 MIN.) with welding to meet AWS

Warning: check applicable state & local laws for your area

Standard features

Special features

None
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